An AAP attendee stops by the Anatomage booth to learn more about the company’s products.

Implant President Maurice Valen shows off the company’s prefabricated immediate implant splinting system.

Attendees visit the Implant Direct booth to learn more about the company’s vast implant options.

The folks from Dentatus show attendees how its Anew Implant can fit where no others can.

DoWell offers innovative products such as the PiezoART, an ultrasonic bone-cutting system, driven with piezoelectric technology.

AAP attendees stop by the ACE Surgical Supply booth. The company says it continues to develop and manufacture the highest quality, state-of-the-art products.
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“OUTSTANDING.
A GAME CHANGER. RELEVANT. GREAT. USER-FRIENDLY.
EXCELLENT. REMARKABLE. TESTED.
TIME-SAVING. DEPENDABLE. RELIABLE.
STABLE. PROVEN. IDEAL.
POSITIVE. GUARANTEED. CERTAIN. EFFECTIVE.
SUCCESSFUL. CONSISTENT.
PREDICTABLE. PREFERRED. SURE.
TRUSTWORTHY.”

Big words for such a small membrane, but Cytoplast™ TXT-200 Singles have lived up to those words from your colleagues for more than 15 years.
Dr. Nicholas Caplanis moderates a session at the AAP annual meeting.

A AAP attendees head to the Hiossen booth to hear a speaker on the exhibit hall floor.

Glidewell Laboratories shows off its products, such as the Inclusive Implant System.

The Los Angeles Convention Center was the site of the AAP’s annual meeting.

Attendees flock to the Materialise booth to hear more about its products.

Piezosurgery empowers surgeons to perform procedures that simply aren’t possible using more traditional instruments, the company says.

PhotoMed can meet all your dental photography needs.

**PhotoMed gives you options**

Configure your Canon camera with the flash that is right for you

The macro flash that you use for dental photography has a huge impact on the quality of your images. Not all macro flashes are up to the task and many that are being offered are not compatible with the cameras they are being sold with.

When it comes to outfitting a Canon digital camera with a macro flash, the best choices come from Canon, Metz and Sigma. Real flashes from real flash manufacturers – not “Frankenflashes” that look like they were assembled in someone’s garage.

When you call the experts at PhotoMed, they can help guide you to the right flash for your system. Need a complete camera that includes unlimited support? We can help with that too.

Call us and find out why we’re known for the best camera equipment and the best support available.

**PhotoMed**  [www.photomed.net • 800.998.7765](http://www.photomed.net)

Come see us at a dental meeting near you. Complete list of upcoming meetings at: [www.photomed.net](http://www.photomed.net)

Take photos, pick our brains and get the best dental camera advice available.